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Nonlocal Effects in Thin 4H-SiC
UV Avalanche Photodiodes

B. K. Ng, John P. R. David, Senior Member, IEEE, Richard C. Tozer, Senior Member, IEEE, Graham J. Rees,
Feng Yan, Senior Member, IEEE, Jian H. Zhao, Senior Member, IEEE, and Maurice Weiner, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—The avalanche multiplication and excess noise char-
acteristics of 4H-SiC avalanche photodiodes with-region widths
of 0.105 and 0.285 m have been investigated using 230–365-nm
light, while the responsivities of the photodiodes at unity gain were
examined for wavelengths up to 375 nm. Peak unity gain respon-
sivities of more than 130 mA/W at 265 nm, equivalent to quantum
efficiencies of more than 60%, were obtained for both structures.
The measured avalanche characteristics show that and that
the ratio remains large even in thin 4H-SiC avalanche regions.
Very low excess noise, corresponding to 0 15 in the local
noise model, where = ( ) for hole (electron) injec-
tion, was measured with 365-nm light in both structures. Modeling
the experimental results using a simple quantum efficiency model
and a nonlocal description yields effective ionization threshold en-
ergies of 12 and 8 eV for electrons and holes, respectively, and sug-
gests that the dead space in 4H-SiC is soft. Although dead space is
important, pure hole injection is still required to ensure low excess
noise in thin 4H-SiC APDs owing to ratios that remain large,
even at very high fields.

Index Terms—Avalanche multiplication, avalanche photodiodes
(APDs), breakdown voltage, dead space, impact ionization, ioniza-
tion coefficients, nonlocal effects.

I. INTRODUCTION

SILICON CARBIDE (SiC) and III-nitrides are promising
materials for ultraviolet (UV) sensing owing to their wide

band gaps. Photodiodes utilizing these wide band-gap mate-
rials have the potential to operate at high temperature with low
leakage current and good visible-blind/solar-blind performance.
Avalanche photodiodes (APDs) with thin avalanche widths can
greatly enhance the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of optical re-
ceivers limited by weak optical signals and high amplifier noise
by providing internal gain, while maintaining high operating
speeds and low operating voltages. The realization of III-nitride
APDs is currently limited by material issues due to the lack of a
native nitride substrate, although there has been some success in
the demonstration of GaN APDs [1], [2] from using small device
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areas to achieve microplasma-free performance. By contrast,
SiC is technologically more mature and is a potential alternative
to the III-nitrides for UV detection. The 4H polytype of SiC has,
in addition to its superior thermophysical properties, the advan-
tage of widely differing ionization coefficients [3] for electrons

and holes , which is crucial for realising APDs with low
excess avalanche noise [4]. We have recently demonstrated very
low noise UV APDs based on a 0.1- 4H-SiC avalanche re-
gion and showed unambiguously that in 4H-SiC from
multiplication measurements [5]. In addition, our results sug-
gest that dead space, the distance over which the ionization co-
efficient reaches equilibrium with the electric field, may occupy
a significant fraction of the avalanche width of 4H-SiC APDs.
It is therefore necessary to examine the effect of dead space on
the avalanche characteristics of 4H-SiC since such knowledge is
crucial for the design and optimization of APDs employing thin
avalanche regions. Furthermore, the discrepancy between the
published experimental values offor 4H-SiC by Konstantinov
et al.[3] and Raghunathan and Baliga [6] merits further investi-
gation. The accurate determination of the impact ionization co-
efficients in 4H-SiC has direct application to the design and op-
timization of high-temperature, high-power and high-frequency
devices.

This paper investigates nonlocal impact ionization effects in
thin 4H-SiC devices using two APD structures with nominal
avalanche widths of 0.1 and 0.2 . The experimental details
of this paper are described in Section II. Section III reports the
responsivity and the avalanche multiplication characteristics of
the APDs obtained from measurements. In Section IV, the mea-
surements are interpreted using a simple quantum efficiency
model and a nonlocal multiplication model. The modeled re-
sults are also discussed and compared with previous works in
Section IV, and the conclusions of this paper are summarized in
Section V.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Layer Details

The APD structure with avalanche width of has
been reported in [5] and comprises a 2- layer, a 0.1-
region, a 0.2- layer, and a thin 0.1- p cap grown on
n 4H-SiC substrate [inset of Fig. 1(a)]. The other APD struc-
ture has a reach-through layer to increase the quantum effi-
ciency of penetrating UV light and is made up of a 2- n
reach-through layer, a 0.11 n layer, a 0.2- -region, a
0.25- p layer and a 0.2- p cap grown on an nsubstrate
[inset of Fig. 1(b)]. The intended doping levels were ,
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, , and for the n , n, p, and
p layers, respectively, of the second structure.

Square mesa diodes with areas ranging from
to were fabricated using a 2positive bevel
edge termination technology [7] for the first APD structure. The
reach-through APD structure was fabricated using a multistep
junction extension termination [8] to create to

mesa diodes. Windows were formed on the
top ohmic contacts to provide optical access and thin layers
of and were used to passivate the beveled
APDs (BAPDs) and the multistep junction extension terminated
APDs (MAPDs), respectively. The width and average doping
level of the -region of the BAPDs are found to be 0.1 and

p-type, respectively, from secondary ion mass
spectroscopy (SIMS) measurement. The SIMS profile indicates
that the doping levels in the cladding layers adjacent to the-re-
gion are .

Fig. 1(a) and (b) shows the measured and modeled capaci-
tance–voltage (C–V) profiles of BAPDs and

MAPDs, respectively. TheC–Vprofile of the
MAPDs indicates that the 2 n reach-through layer is not
depleted, even when the bias approaches the breakdown voltage

. C–Vmodeling from solving Poisson’s equation within the
depletion approximation and assuming p-i-n structures gave

and for the BAPDs and the
MAPDs, respectively. The doping levels in the-region of the
BAPDs and the MAPDs are estimated to be
and , respectively, while the doping levels
in the cladding layers of both structures have values of

. The parameters extracted from theC–V
characteristics of the BAPDs are found to be in good agreement
with those determined from SIMS measurement. The diffusion
voltage was estimated to be 2.9 V from extrapolating theC–V
measurements and is consistent with the value calculated using
the data of Henninget al. [9].

Reverse dark current–voltage (I–V) measurements indicate
that the breakdowns are sharp and the reverse dark current is ob-
served to increase by several orders of magnitude at the break-
down voltage. The breakdown voltages estimated from darkI–V
measurements are 58.5 and 124.0 V for the BAPDs and the
MAPDs, respectively. Most diodes exhibit low dark currents
prior to breakdown and the average dark current density of the
BAPDs and the MAPDs at 95% are 8 and , re-
spectively. ForwardI–Vmeasurements indicate that series resis-
tance is negligible over the current range measured.

B. Measurement Techniques

The spectral response of the diodes was measured using a
mercury–xenon (Hg–Xe) lamp, a 0.22-m monochromator and
a lock-in amplifier. The output beam from the monochromator
was modulated at 180 Hz with a mechanical chopper and was
focussed onto the optical window of the largest diodes. The ab-
solute spectral responsivity of the diodes was obtained by cali-
brating the optical system with a commercial UV-enhanced Si
photodiode.

The multiplication characteristics of the APDs under different
carrier injection conditions were investigated using UV light
from the Hg-Xe lamp and a HeCd laser. Photogenerated car-
riers were injected into the high field region of the diodes by

Fig. 1. Measured (symbols) and modeled (lines)C–V characteristics of the
(a) BAPDs and the (b) MAPDs with device areas of210�210�m and200�
200 �m , respectively. The schematic view of the APD structures are depicted
in the insets.

focussing 230–365-nm light from the Hg-Xe lamp or 325-nm
light from the HeCd laser to a small spot ( and

diameter, respectively) onto the optical access win-
dows. DC photocurrents were measured as a function of reverse
bias voltage with a source-measure unit. To confirm the dc re-
sults, phase-sensitive ac measurements were also taken on some
diodes using a lock-in amplifier and modulated UV light. Pho-
tocurrents as low as 10 nA were unambiguously measured using
the phase-sensitive detection technique.

The multiplication factor was obtained by normalizing
the measured photocurrent to the primary photocurrent linearly
extrapolated from the measured photocurrent at low bias. The
multiplication characteristics from both dc and ac measurements
were found to be indistinguishable. Gain uniformity of the layers
was confirmed by measurement of identical multiplication
characteristics on several diodes across the wafer. Multiplication
values in excess of 200 were achieved for both structures. It was
noted that the reverse bias photocurrent characteristic of the
MAPDsdidnot exhibit the “step” characteristicof reach-through
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Fig. 2. Typical unity gain spectral responsivities of the (a) BAPDs() and
the (b) MAPDs( ) over the wavelength range 230–375 nm. The responsivity
curves (dashed lines) corresponding to external quantum efficiency of 10 to
70% are also included for reference. The insets show the same curves on
semilogarithmic plots. Modeled results are shown as solid lines.

photodiodes when illuminated with weakly absorbed light. This
indicates that there is no significant discontinuity in the quantum
efficiency with bias and confirms that the 2 layer of the
MAPDs is not depleted up to device breakdown. The excess
noise factor was also measured at a center frequency of
10 MHz and a noise effective bandwidth of 4.2 MHz using
the phase-sensitive detection technique and the measurement
system of Liet al. [10]. As before, several diodes across each
layer were measured to ensure reproducibility.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The typical unity gain spectral responsivity curves of the
BAPDs and the MAPDs are shown in Fig. 2 with respective peak
responsivities of 144 and 130 mA/W at the wavelength of
265 nm, which correspond to external quantum efficiencies of
more than 60%. The responsivities of the MAPDs at long UV

Fig. 3. Measured (symbols) and modeled (dashed lines) (a) multiplication and
(b) excess noise characteristics of the BAPD structure from 230 nm (hexagon),
240 nm(4), 250 nm(}), 265 nm( ), 297 nm( ), and 365 nm(). Inset
in (a) shows(M � 1) plotted on a logarithmic scale to accentuate the low
multiplication values. The modeledM (dot-dashed line) is also shown in (a)
for comparison. Dotted lines in (b) are McIntyre’s local prediction fork = 0
to 1 in steps of 0.1.

wavelengths would be expected to be higher if the 2 n
reach-through layer were depleted. The 4H-SiC diodes exhibit
no photoresponse for wavelengths longer than380 nm (see
insets of Fig. 2), unlike their 6H counterparts, because of their
wider bandgap, and are, therefore, visible-blind.

Figs. 3(a) and 4(a) show the normalized multiplication char-
acteristics of the BAPDs and the MAPDs, respectively, mea-
sured using 230–365-nm light. The multiplication characteris-
tics from longer wavelength light are consistently higher than
those from light of shorter wavelengths for both structures, with
the MAPDs exhibiting a wider spread of multiplication char-
acteristics, as would be expected for a structure with thicker
avalanche width. Breakdown voltages of 58.3 and 123.7 V for
the BAPDs and the MAPDs, respectively, were also estimated
by fitting the multiplication characteristics to Miller’s multipli-
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Fig. 4. Measured (symbols) and modeled (dashed lines) (a) multiplication and
(b) excess noise characteristics of the MAPD structure from 230 nm (hexagon),
240 nm(4), 250 nm(}), 265 nm( ), 297 nm( ), and 365 nm(). Inset
in (a) shows(M � 1) plotted on a logarithmic scale to accentuate the low
multiplication values. The modeledM (dot-dashed line) is also shown in a)
for comparison. Dotted lines in (b) are McIntyre’s local prediction fork = 0
to 1 in steps of 0.1 andk = 2, 3.

cation equation [11], in close agreement with results obtained
from reverse darkI–V measurements.

The excess noise characteristics resulting from carriers in-
jected using 230–365-nm light for the BAPDs and the MAPDs
are depicted in Figs. 3(b) and 4(b), respectively. The excess
noise measured using 325-nm light from the HeCd laser (not
shown) was found to be in good agreement with that measured
using the Hg-Xe lamp. The results clearly show that the excess
noise of both structures decreases with illuminating wavelength.
The lowest excess noise, measured using 365-nm light, corre-
sponds to values of approximately 0.1 and 0.15 in McIn-
tyre’s local model [4] for the BAPDs and the MAPDs, respec-
tively. We use a notation to characterize measurements of
as a function of . Clearly will represent the ratio of ioniza-
tion coefficients [4] only when dead space effects are negligible.

The weakly absorbed 365-nm light [12] gives a mixed carrier
initiated multiplication that is our closest measurable estimate to
pure hole multiplication . As the wavelength decreases the
UV light is progressively absorbed at shorter depths and more
electrons are injected from the top pp cladding layers. It is
estimated that more than 95% of the UV light is absorbed in the
p p cladding layers of both structures at the wavelength of 230
nm so that the multiplication characteristic from 230-nm light
can be considered to correspond to pure electron multiplication

. As already pointed out in our earlier work on the BAPDs
[5], the behavior of the multiplication characteristics with UV
light of various wavelengths shows unambiguously that .
This is further corroborated by the dependence of the multiplica-
tion characteristics of the MAPDs and of the excess noise curves
of both structures on illumination wavelengths.

The values characterising the excess noise measured with
365-nm light can provide a conservative estimate of the
ratio in 4H-SiC within the local approximation if we assume
that the excess noise from this wavelength light is due to pure
hole injection. In reality, the ratio will be less than this
estimate since some electrons from the pp cladding layer
are also injected into the avalanche region with the weakly ab-
sorbed 365-nm light. Based on this assumption and the local
noise model [4] we would expect a lower limit for the excess
noise in the BAPDs and MAPDs due to electron injection to
correspond to and , respectively. However,
the measured excess noise from electron injection using 230-nm
light of the BAPDs and the MAPDs corresponds to much lower
values of and , respectively. These values
are clearly in disagreement with the lower limits for the electron
initiated excess noise of both structures estimated from the char-
acteristics measured with 365-nm light and cannot be explained
by the small experimental error (10%) associated with the ex-
cess noise measurements. The discrepancy suggests that dead
space effects are important in these structures.

IV. M ODELING AND DISCUSSION

To help interpret the avalanche multiplication results the re-
sponsivity curves of both structures are first modeled using a
simple quantum efficiency description to determine the carrier
injection profile at each illumination wavelength. A nonlocal
model that takes into account the effect of dead space, the carrier
injection profile and the nonuniform electric field profile is then
used to fit to the measured multiplication and excess noise char-
acteristics of both structures so that the (enabled) ionization co-
efficients and the ionization threshold energies can be extracted.

A. Quantum Efficiency

The responsivity curves are modeled by treating both APDs
as p-i-n structures. This assumption is also reasonable for the
MAPDs since the n reach-through layer is found to be unde-
pleted fromC–Vand multiplication measurements. For a p-i-n
structure, the total photocurrent measured externally is due to
i) electrons collected from the p layer at the p-i depletion edge,
ii) electron-hole pairs collected from within the depletion re-
gion, and iii) holes collected from the n layer at the i-n depletion
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edge. The internal quantum efficiencies associated with com-
ponents i)–iii) can be written as [13] [see (1)–(3), shown at the
bottom of the page] respectively, whereis the absorption co-
efficient at the wavelength of the incident light, is the
minority electron (hole) diffusion length, is the electron
(hole) diffusion constant, is the p(n) layer surface re-
combination velocity, is the undepleted width of the p layer,

is the distance from the front surface to the in deple-
tion edge (n substrate face), and [see (4), shown at the bottom
of the page] It is assumed here that all carriers generated within
the depletion region are collected. The external quantum effi-
ciency of the p-i-n structure is then given by

(5)

where is the reflectivity at the front surface. The external
quantum efficiency is related to the spectral responsivity by the
expression

(6)

where is the responsivity in A/W and is the wavelength in
nanometers.

The absorption coefficients of 4H-SiC are taken from the
work of Sridharaet al. [12] for nm. Those at shorter
wavelengths are estimated by extrapolating the data for

nm and adjusting slightly to fit the responsivity data. The
diffusion coefficients of electrons and holes in 4H-SiC are cal-
culated from the electron and hole mobilities,and , respec-
tively, whose values are estimated from [14]. The p cladding
thickness of the BAPDs is estimated from the SIMS profile
while the nominal value is used for that of the MAPDs. The
n cladding thicknesses for both structures were arbitrarily set as
100 since the modeled results are found to be insensitive to
this parameter. The minority carrier diffusion lengths, the sur-
face recombination velocities (assuming ) and the re-
flectivity are treated as adjustable parameters. It is noted that the
shape of a simulated quantum efficiency curve is most sensitive
to the minority carrier diffusion lengths and only a unique com-
bination of and can fit the measured results.

TABLE I
PARAMETERS USED TO MODEL THE RESPONSIVITY

CURVES OF THE4H-SiC APDs

Table I lists the values of the parameters used in the model to
fit the responsivity curves. As shown in Fig. 2, the responsivity
curves calculated using these parameters are in good agreement
with the measurements. The minority carrier diffusion lengths
deduced for 4H-SiC are found to be broadly similar to those of
6H-SiC [15], [16].

B. Avalanche Multiplication

The random path length (RPL) model of Onget al.[17], equiv-
alent [18] to the recurrencemodelofHayatetal.[19],wasused to
interpret the measured avalanche multiplication characteristics.
This nonlocal model was modified to take into account the dis-
tributed carrier injection arising from weakly absorbed UV light
and the effect of nonuniform electric field. The ionization be-
havior of a carrier in a nonuniform electric field region is charac-
terized by the ionization path length probability density function
(PDF) , which describes the probability of the carrier
ionizing for the first time after traveling a distancedownstream
from the starting position of . In the hard-threshold dead space
model the ionization path length PDFs of electrons and holes are

(1)

(2)

and

(3)

(4)
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given by [20] [see (7), shown at the bottom of the page] for elec-
trons and [see (8), shown at the bottom of the page] for holes
where electrons (holes) are assumed to travel in the di-
rection, is the position dependent enabled elec-
tron (hole) ionization coefficients, is the ballistic
dead space of the electron (hole) generated atand is the
width of the depletion region.

The ballistic dead space of electrons and holes, and
, respectively, can be found by solving the equations

and

(9)
where is the position dependent electric field and

is the ionization threshold energy of electrons
(holes). The enabled ionization coefficients and ,
are related to the effective ionization coefficients, and

, by the expressions

and (10)

Following [17], the probability that an electron and a hole has
not ionized after travelling a distancefrom can be written
as

and

(11)

respectively. The random ionization path length for electron
or hole can be determined by equating or

to a random number such that

and

(12)

for electrons and holes, respectively, where . The
integrals in (12) were discretized and implemented as lookup
tables to reduce computation time.

Calculation using the RPL model involves simulating many
trials (typically 20 000) to build up sufficient statistics to de-
termine and from

and (13)

where is the multiplication factor from a trial and is the
total number of trials. In each trial, carriers are injected at a po-
sition determined by the wavelength dependent carrier injection
profile deduced from responsivity modeling, where is suit-
ably discretized and is distributed to the spatial mesh of the
depletion region according to the calculated profile. A carrier
undergoes impact ionization to create a secondary electron-hole
pair after travelling a random ionization path length, obtained
from (12) using a random number generator, and terminating
within the depletion region. This process is repeated for all re-
maining carriers and the value of is determined from the
total number of ionization events when all carriers have left the
depletion region.

The electric field profiles are modeled using the parameters
extracted fromC–Vmeasurements. Calculations using the ion-
ization coefficients reported by Konstantinovet al. [3] gave
much larger breakdown voltages than those measured in both
structures. We therefore treat the ionization coefficients as ad-
justable parameters and obtain initial estimates, parametrized by
the expression , from the multiplica-
tion characteristics measured using 230- and 365-nm light by
assuming that excitation at 365 nm gives rise to.

The resulting modeled multiplication and excess noise char-
acteristics of the BAPDs and the MAPDs are depicted in Figs. 3
and 4, respectively. The predicted of both structures [see
Figs. 3(a) and 4(a)] are observed to be appreciably higher than
those measured with 365-nm light, confirming that the ra-
tios are large in these diodes. The multiplication characteristics
are also plotted as on a logarithmic scale in the insets
of Figs. 3(a) and 4(a) to reveal the low multiplication values.

for

for (7)

for

for (8)
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The field dependence of the ionization coefficients used in the
model can be expressed as

(14)

(15)

Best fits to the measured multiplication and excess noise charac-
teristics of the BAPDs and MAPDs are achieved with ionization
threshold values of eV and . The good
agreement between the measured and modeled multiplication
curves at low multiplication values in both structures [insets of
Figs. 3(a) and 4(a)] provides further evidence that dead space
has been properly accounted for. The fitted ionization threshold
energies correspond to electron and hole dead spaces that are ap-
proximately 28 and 18%, respectively, of the width of a 0.1
ideal p-i-n structure at appreciable values of multiplication. We
note from the work of Tanet al. [21] that a hard-threshold dead
space ionization path length PDF predicts higher excess noise
than one corresponding to a softer threshold. The small differ-
ences between the modeled and measured excess noise curves
of both structures may therefore be due to softness of threshold
in 4H-SiC.

Fig. 5 shows a comparison of ionization coefficients deter-
mined in this work with those reported by Konstantinovet al.
[3] and Raghunathan and Baliga [6]. As depicted in Fig. 5, the
values of determined from modeling the experimental results
are found to agree with the results of Konstantinovet al.while
our values of are higher than those of Konstantinovet al., es-
pecially at lower fields. In Konstantinov’s work ionization coef-
ficients are determined by fitting the local model to the multipli-
cation characteristics of three structures measured using 325-nm
light. These authors claimed that the contribution of electrons
to multiplication is only significant near breakdown, suggesting
that the values of are critically dependent on the accuracy of
the measured data in this region. Multiplication measurements
near breakdown are prone to error due to gain saturation effects
[22] which can limit the maximum achievable multiplication,
especially when high gain and large current are measured. Any
resulting error in the measured multiplication near breakdown
due to gain saturation effects can translate into significant error
in the deduced values of. Furthermore, the use of only one
optical wavelength to measure multiplication and the use of the
local model may not be sufficient to determine accurately the
ionization coefficients.

Raghunathan and Baliga measured hole initiated multiplica-
tion in thick p-type Schottky barrier diodes by generating elec-
tron-hole pairs in the depletion region with a pulsed electron
beam [6]. In calculating the measured multiplication char-
acteristics were assumed to be due entirely to hole injection
and was assumed equal to zero. While the second assump-
tion may be appropriate for 4H-SiC, the first assumption may
be erroneous since the injection condition is most likely to be
mixed due to the significant penetration depth of the electron
beam. This could possibly explain the much lower values of
obtained by Raghunathan and Baliga as compared to those of
Konstantinovet al.and from the present paper.

Fig. 5. �() and�( ) of 4H-SiC obtained in this paper. The results reported
by Konstantinovet al. (�: dashed line,�: solid line) [3] and Raghunathan and
Baliga (�: double dot-dashed line) [6] are also shown for comparison.

V. CONCLUSION

The avalanche multiplication and excess noise characteristics
of 4H-SiC APDs with multiplication region widths of

and were investigated using
230–365-nm light. Measured multiplication values were found
to increase and excess noise to decrease with excitation wave-
length. Very low excess noise, corresponding to
and for the and
APDs, respectively, was measured using 365-nm light. These
results show unambiguously that and that the ratios
remain significantly above unity in these thin 4H-SiC avalanche
regions. The multiplication and excess noise characteristics were
interpreted using a nonlocal model, in which the wavelength
dependent carrier injection profiles and the nonuniform electric
field were accounted for. Good agreement with the experimental
results was obtained using ionization threshold energies of 12
and 8 eV for electrons and holes, respectively. A small difference
between the measured and modeled excess noise suggests that
the dead space in 4H-SiC may be soft. The results show that
although dead space effects in thin 4H-SiC APDs are important
and help to reduce the excess noise, pure hole injection is still
necessary to ensure the lowest excess noise because of the
persistence of large ratios even at very high fields.
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